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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

We onsider two types of bu ering poli ies that are used in
network swit hes supporting QoS (Quality of Servi e). In
the FIFO type, pa kets must be released in the order they
arrive; the diÆ ulty in this ase is the limited bu er spa e.
In the bounded-delay type, ea h pa ket has a maximum delay
time by whi h it must be released, or otherwise it is lost. We
study the ases where the in oming streams overload the
bu ers, resulting in pa ket loss. In our model, ea h pa ket
has an intrinsi value; the goal is to maximize the total value
of pa kets transmitted
Our main ontribution is a thorough investigation of the
natural greedy algorithms in various models. For the FIFO
model we prove tight bounds on the ompetitive ratio of the
greedy algorithm that dis ards the pa kets with the lowest
value. We also prove that the greedy algorithm that drops
the earliest pa kets among all low-value pa kets is the best
greedy algorithm. This algorithm an be as mu h as 1:5
times better than the standard tail-drop poli y, that drops
the latest pa kets.
In the bounded delay model we show that the ompetitive
ratio of any online algorithm for a uniform bounded delay
bu er is bounded away from 1, independent of the delay
size. We analyze the greedy algorithm in the general ase
and in three spe ial ases: delay bound 2; link bandwidth
1; and only two possible pa ket values.
Finally, we onsider the o -line s enario. We give eÆient optimal algorithms and study the relation between the
bounded-delay and FIFO models in this ase.

Unlike the \best e ort" servi e provided by the Internet today, next-generation networks will support guaranteed
Quality of Servi e (QoS) features. In order for the network
to support QoS, ea h network swit h must be able to guarantee a ertain level of QoS in some predetermined parameters
of interest, in luding pa ket loss probability, queuing delay,
jitter and others.
In this work, we onsider models based on the IP environment. Implementing QoS in an IP environment is re eiving
growing attention, sin e it is widely re ognized that future
networks would most likely be IP based. There has been
a few proposals that address the integration of QoS in the
IP framework, and our models are based on some of these
proposals. As a matter of fa t, our work falls under the general area of providing di erentiated network servi es in an
IP environment. With the realization that \not all traÆ is
equal" omes the quest to provide network servi e di erentiation. For example, di erent ustomers may get di erent
levels of servi e, whi h might depend on the pri e they pay
for the servi e.
One way of guaranteeing QoS is by ommitting resour es
to ea h admitted onne tion, so that ea h onne tion has
its dedi ated resour e set that will guarantee its required
level of servi e always, regardless of all other onne tions.
This onservative poli y (implemented in the spe i ation
of CBR traÆ in ATM networks [21℄) might be extremely
wasteful sin e network traÆ tends to be bursty. Spe i ally, this poli y does not take into onsideration the fa t
that usually, the worst- ase resour e requirements of di erent onne tions do not o ur simultaneously. Re ognizing
this phenomenon, most modern QoS networks allow some
\overbooking," employing the poli y popularly known as
statisti al multiplexing. While statisti al multiplexing tends
to be very ost-e e tive, it requires satisfa tory solutions to
the unavoidable events of overload. In this paper we onsider su h s enarios in the ontext of bu ering. The basi
situation we onsider is an output port of a network swit h
with the following a tivities (see Figure 1). At ea h time
step, an arbitrary set of pa kets arrives, but only a xed
number of pa kets an be transmitted. The bu er management algorithm ontrols whi h pa kets are admitted to the
bu er, whi h are dis arded and whi h are transmitted at
ea h step.
We onsider two types of bu er models. In the FIFO
model, pa kets an never be sent out of order: formally, for
any two pa kets p; p0 sent at times t; t0 , respe tively, we have
that if t0 > t, then pa ket p has not arrived after pa ket
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Figure 1: S hemati representation of the model. Left: general swit h stru ture. Right: output port stru ture. Pa kets are
pla ed in the bu er, and the bu er management algorithm ontrols whi h pa ket will be dis arded and whi h will be transmitted.

p0 . The main diÆ ulty in this lassi al model is that the
bu er size is xed, so when too many pa kets arrive, bu er
over ow o urs and some pa kets must be dis arded. In
most implementations, the dis ard poli y is the natural taildrop poli y, in whi h the latest pa kets are dis arded.
The se ond model we onsider is the bounded delay model.

This model is relatively new, and is warranted by networks
that guarantee the QoS parameter of end-to-end delay.
Spe i ally, in the bounded-delay model ea h pa ket arrives
with a pres ribed allowed delay time. A pa ket must be
transmitted within its allowed delay time or else it is lost.
In this model, the bu er management poli y is allowed to
re-order the pa kets. We onsider two variants of the model.
In the uniform bounded delay model, the swit h has a single
xed bound on the delay of all pa kets, and in the variable
bounded delay model, the swit h may have a di erent delay
bound for ea h pa ket.
The fo us of our paper is the following simple re nement
of the models des ribed above: ea h pa ket arrives with
its intrinsi value , and the goal of the bu er management
algorithm is to dis ard pa kets so as to maximize the total
value of pa kets transmitted. All we assume about the value
of the pa kets is that it is additive: the value of a set of
pa kets is the sum of the values of pa kets in the set.
In this paper we present a thorough investigation of the
natural greedy algorithms in the various models. In the
FIFO model, the greedy algorithm dis ards the lowest value
pa kets whenever an over ow o urs, with ties broken arbitrarily. We prove a tight bound of 2 B1+1 on the ompetitive fa tor of this algorithm, where B is the bu er size.
For the ase where the ratio of the maximum to minimum
value is bounded by some  1, we prove a tight bound of
2
2 +1
on the ompetitive fa tor. We remark that the proof
of the upper bound is quite involved. We then onsider the
di erent variants of the greedy algorithms, sin e the greedy
poli y does not spe ify whi h pa ket to drop in ase there
are more then one lowest value. Spe i ally, we onsider
the head-drop greedy poli y, whi h drops the earliest lowest value pa kets. We show that for any input sequen e,
the head-drop greedy poli y a hieves equal or better value
than any other greedy poli y. This is somewhat surprising,
sin e most implementations use the tail-drop poli y. Furthermore, we show that the ratio of the value of the headdrop greedy poli y to the value of the tail-drop poli y an be
as high as 3=2 in some ases. We also prove a lower bound

on the ompetitive ratio of any online algorithm in the FIFO
model.
For the bounded delay model we have the following results. First, we show that the ompetitive ratio of any online algorithm for a uniform bounded delay bu er is bounded
away from 1, independent of the delay size. This holds even
if all pa kets has an arbitrarily long allowed delay. Next, we
onsider the simple greedy algorithm, whi h in this model,
always sends the pa ket with the highest value. We prove
that the ompetitive ratio of this algorithm is exa tly 2. In
the ommon ase when there are only two possible values
of pa kets (i.e., \ heap" and \expensive" pa kets), the ompetitive fa tor of the greedy algorithm is exa tly 1 + 1= ,
where  1 is the ratio of the expensive value to the heap
value. We then onsider the spe ial ase where the delay
is at most 2, namely, a pa ket is either sent when it arrives, or in the next time slot, or else it is lost. We show
that in this ase, the bound of 2 an be improved: we give
algorithms that a hieve a ompetitive ratio of 1:618 for the
variable delay model. We also prove lower bounds of 1:11 on
the ompetitive ratio for the uniform delay model and 1:17
for the bounded delay model. Better bounds are presented
for the ase where the bandwidth link is 1. We show that
in this variant slight modi ations of the greedy algorithm
yields better performan e.
Lastly, we onsider the o -line ase. We prove that the
over ow management problem has matroid stru ture in both
bu er models, and hen e admits eÆ ient optimal oine algorithms.
Related work. There is a myriad of resear h papers about
pa ket drop poli ies in ommuni ation networks|see, for
example, the survey of [14℄ and referen es therein. Some of
the drop me hanisms, su h as RED [10℄, are designed to signal ongestion to the sending end. The approa h abstra ted
in our model, where ea h pa ket has an intrinsi value and
the goal is to maximize the total throughput value, is impli it in the re ent Di Serv model [7, 8℄ and ATM [21℄. The
bounded delay model is an abstra tion of the model des ribed in [11℄.
There has been work on analyzing various aspe ts of the
model using lassi al queuing theory, and assuming Poisson
arrivals [19℄. The Poisson arrival assumptions has been seriously undermined by the dis overy of the heavy tail nature
of traÆ [16℄ and the haoti nature of TCP [22℄. In this
work we use ompetitive analysis, whi h makes no proba-

bilisti assumptions.
The work of [1℄ on entrated on the ase where one annot dis ard a pa ket already in the bu er. They give tight
bounds on the ompetitive fa tor of various algorithms for
the spe ial ase where there are only two di erent weights.
In [18℄, the question of video smoothing is studied. One of
the results in that paper, whi h we improve here, is an upper
bound of 4 on the ompetitive ratio of the greedy algorithm
for the FIFO model. The work of [12℄ studies the ompetitive analysis of the lost value rather then the throughput value. Translating the loss bound to to the throughput
bound onsidered here, for the variant where only two pa ket
weights are possible, one an show that the ompetitive ratio approa hes one as the ratio of the two weights tends to
in nity. A similar result is presented in this paper for the
bounded delay model. The work of [2℄ studies bandwidth
allo ation from the ompetitive analysis viewpoint, disregarding bu er over ows.
The bounded delay model an be viewed as a s heduling problem. In this problem we are given parallel ma hines
(whose number is the link bandwidth), and jobs with release
time and deadline that orrespond to the pa kets arriving to
the bu er. The goal is to maximize the throughput, that is,
the weight of the jobs that terminate by their deadline. In
our ase we have also the additional onstraint that all jobs
have the same pro essing time. The o -line
P variant of this
s heduling problem denoted P jri ; pi = pj wi (1 Ui ) in the
standard s heduling notation an be solved in polynomial
time using maximum mat hing. To the best of our knowledge the on-line variant of this problem has not been onsidered elsewhere. The more general o -line problem where the
pro essing time is not xed is NP-Hard. Re ently, approximation algorithms for this problem were onsidered in [4, 3,
20℄. The more general on-line problem where the pro essing
time is not xed was onsidered in [17℄. In this ase the results are substantially worse than our ase. Slightly better
results an be a hieved for the ase where pro essing time is
not xed if preemption is allowed. This ase was onsidered
in [5, 6, 13℄. For the unweighted version of this problem, i.e.,
when the goal is to maximize the number of jobs ompleted
by their deadline (whi h is trivial in ase all pro essing times
are the same), [5℄ showed a tight ompetitive
fa tor of 4. For
p
the weighted version the bound is 1 + k2 where k is the
ratio of the maximum value density to the minimum value
density of a job [13℄.
Paper organization. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Se tion 2 we de ne the models and some
notation. In Se tion 3 we onsider the FIFO model, and in
Se tion 4 we onsider the bounded delay models. Finally in
Se tion 5 we dis uss o -line algorithms.

2.

MODEL AND NOTATION

In this se tion we formalize the model and the notation we
use. We onsider two main models: the FIFO model and the
bounded-delay swit h model. First, we list the assumptions
and de ne quantities that are ommon to both models.
We assume that time is dis rete. Fix an algorithm A. At
ea h time step t, there is a set of pa kets QA (t) stored at
the bu er (initially empty). Ea h pa ket p has a positive
real value denoted v (p). At time t, a set of pa kets A(t)
arrives. A set of pa kets from QA (t) [ A(t), denoted SA (t),
is transmitted. A subset of QA (t) [ A(t) n SA (t), denoted
DA (t) is dropped. The set of pa kets in the bu er at time

t + 1 is QA (t + 1) = Q (t) [ A(t) n (DA (t) [ SA (t)). We omit

subs ripts when no onfusion arises.
The input is the pa ket arrival fun tion A(), and the
pa ket value fun tion v (). Pa kets may have other attributes as well, depending on the spe i model. The algorithm has to de ide at ea h step whi h of the pa kets to drop
and whi h to transmit, satisfying some onstraints spe i ed
below. For a given input, the value served by the algorithm
is the sum of the values of all pa kets transmitted by the algorithm. For a set P of pa kets de ne v (P ) to be the total
value of the pa kets in the
P set. In this notation the value
served by algorithm A is t v (SA (t)).
The sequen e of pa kets transmitted by the algorithm
must obey ertain restri tions.
Output link bandwidth. We assume that there is an
integer number W alled the link bandwidth su h that the
algorithm annot transmit more than W pa kets in a single
time unit; i.e., jS (t)j  W for all t. For simpli ity, we usually
assume that W = 1 unless stated otherwise.
FIFO bu ers. In the FIFO model there are two additional
onstraints. First, the sequen e of transmitted pa kets has
to be a subsequen e of the arriving pa kets. That is, if a
pa ket p is transmitted after pa ket p0 , then p ould not have
arrived before p0 . Se ond, that the number of pa kets in the
bu er is bounded by the bu er size parameter, denoted B .
Formally, the onstraint is that for all times t, jQ (t)j  B .
Bounded-delay bu ers. In this model we assume that
pa kets have another attribute: for ea h pa ket p there is
the sla k time of p, denoted s l(p). The requirement is that
for all pa kets p 2 A(t), if p 2 Q (t + s l(p)) then it must be
the ase that p 2 S (t + s l(p)) [ D (t + s l(p)). In words, ea h
pa ket p 2 A(t) must be either transmitted or dropped by
time t + s l(p). The time t + s l(p) is also alled the deadline of
p, denoted d l(p). We emphasize that in this model there is
no expli it bound on the size of the bu er, and that pa kets
may be re-ordered.
Uniform and variable bounded-delay bu ers. One
ase of spe ial interest of bounded-delay bu ers is when the
sla k of all pa kets is equal to some known parameter Æ .
We all this model Æ -uniform bounded-delay bu ers. If all
pa ket sla ks are only bounded by some number Æ , we say
that the bu er is Æ -variable bounded-delay.
On-line and o -line algorithms. We all an algorithm
on-line if for all time steps t, it has to de ide whi h pa kets
to transmit and whi h to drop at time t without any knowledge of the pa kets arriving at steps t0 > t. In ase future
pa ket arrival is known the algorithm is alled o -line. The
ompetitive ratio (or ompetitive fa tor ) of an algorithm A
is an upper bound, over all input sequen es, on the ratio of
the maximal value that an be transmitted by any o -line
algorithm to the value that is transmitted by A. Note that
sin e we deal with a maximization problem this ratio will
always be at least 1.

3. THE FIFO MODEL
In this se tion we onsider the FIFO model. Re all that
in this model a bu er of size B is used to store the in oming
pa kets. Pa kets have to be transmitted in the order they
arrive. Ea h pa ket has a value asso iated with it and the

 Our model allows for a larger number of pa kets in the
transient period of ea h step, starting with pa kets arrival
and ending with pa kets drop and transmission.

goal is to maximize the value of the transmitted pa kets.
First, we prove a lower bound on the ompetitive ratio of
any online algorithm in the FIFO model. The proof of this
bound is omitted due to spa e onstraints.
Theorem 3.1. The ompetitive ratio of any online algorithm in the FIFO model is at least 1.281.

3.1 Tight Analysis of the Greedy Algorithm
We onsider the greedy algorithm. In this algorithm no
pa kets are dropped in time steps t in whi h jQ (t)j + jA(t)j 
B + 1. If Q (t) [ A(t) 6= ;, then the earliest pa ket is
transmitted and the rest are stored in the bu er. In ase
jQ (t)j + jA(t)j = B + k > B + 1, the k 1 lowest value
pa kets are dropped, with ties broken arbitrarily. Among
the remaining B + 1 pa kets the earliest one is transmitted
and the rest are stored in the bu er.
We rst show that the ompetitive ratio of the greedy
algorithm is no worse than 2. Later, we improve this bound
and show that the improved bounds are tight.
Theorem 3.2. The ompetitive ratio of the greedy algorithm is at most 2.

Consider a sequen e of pa kets. Let G REEDY
be the set of pa kets transmitted by the greedy algorithm,
and let O P T be the set of pa kets transmitted by the optimal algorithm. We need to show that v (O P T ) 
2v (G REEDY ). Let D ROP t denote the set of pa kets that
were dropped by the greedy algorithm at time t but were
transmitted by the optimal algorithm. Let D ROP be the
union of all these sets. We show a mapping from the pa kets in D ROP to pa kets in G REEDY with the following
properties: (i) a pa ket from D ROP is mapped to a pa ket
in G REEDY with at least the same value; (ii) at most one
pa ket from D ROP is mapped to any pa ket in G REEDY \
O P T , and (iii) at most two pa kets from D ROP are mapped
to any pa ket in G REEDY n O P T . Clearly, the existen e
of the mapping implies the theorem.
We onstru t the mapping iteratively. At ea h iteration
we onsider a pa ket from D ROP and map it to a pa ket
in G REEDY . The pa kets in D ROP are onsidered in
the order of their dropping time. Suppose that the urrent
pa ket to be mapped is p 2 D ROP t . This means that all
the pa kets in D ROP s , for s < t, and maybe some of the
pa kets in D ROP t have been mapped already. Given the
partially de ned mapping, de ne a set of \available" pa kets
in G REEDY as follows. A pa ket in q 2 G REEDY \ O P T
is available if so far no pa ket is mapped to q . A pa ket in
q 2 G REEDY n O P T is available if so far no more than
one pa ket is mapped to q . The pa ket p is mapped to the
earliest available pa ket that was transmitted by the greedy
algorithm at or after time t.
It is not diÆ ult to see that the mapping de ned above
satis es the se ond and third properties. It remains to be
shown is that it satis es the rst property as well. We show
this by indu tion following the order in whi h the dropped
pa kets are mapped. For the basis of the indu tion note that
if p 2 D ROP t is the rst pa ket to be dropped then it is
mapped to the pa ket transmitted by the greedy algorithm
at time t. Clearly, the value of this pa ket is at least v (p).
Suppose that the rst property holds for all pa kets mapped before p 2 D ROP t . We show that it holds also for p.
Proof.

Let r(t) be the latest time before or at t su h that no pa kets
dropped by the greedy algorithm at time r(t) 1 or earlier
are mapped to pa kets transmitted at time r(t) or later. If
no su h r(t) exists, then de ne r(t) = 1 (the rst time unit).
Let s(t) be the earliest time at or after t su h that the bu er
maintained by the greedy algorithm at time s(t) is full and
all the pa kets in the bu er at time s(t) are transmitted by
the greedy algorithm. Observe that sin e the bu er is full
at time t, s(t) is always de ned.
Claim 3.3. The value of the pa kets transmitted by the
greedy at times [t::s(t) + B ℄ is no less than v (p).
Proof. Sin e p is dropped at time t, the bu er at time
t is full and the minimum value in the bu er at this time
is at least v (p). This implies that the value of ea h of the
pa kets transmitted at times [t::t + B ℄ is at least v (p). If
s(t) = t, we are done. Otherwise, let t0 2 [t + 1::t + B ℄ be

the earliest time in whi h a pa ket that was in the bu er at
time t is dropped. Sin e the dropped pa ket has value at
least v (p), the values of ea h of the pa kets transmitted at
times t0 ; : : : ; t0 + B is at least v (p). Again, if s(t) = t0 , we
are done. Otherwise ontinue in the same manner.

To prove that the rst property holds for p we show that it
is mapped to one of the pa kets transmitted by time s(t)+B .
For this we need to show that at least one of the pa kets
transmitted at times [t::s(t) + B ℄ remains available at the
time p is mapped. The \number of availabilities" at the time
pa ket p is mapped is de ned as the maximum number of
pa kets that an still be mapped to the pa kets transmitted
at times [t:::s(t) + B ℄. Spe i ally, every available pa ket
(at the time p is mapped) among the pa kets transmitted
at times [t:::s(t) + B ℄ that is also in O P T ontributes 1 to
the number of availabilities. Every available pa ket (at the
time p is mapped) among the pa kets transmitted at times
[t:::s(t)+ B ℄ that is not in O P T ontributes 2 to the number
of availabilities if it is not mapped and ontributes 1 if one
pa ket has been mapped to it already.
Claim 3.4. The number of availabilities before any of the
P
pa kets dropped at time t are mapped is at least si=(tt) jD ROP i j.
Proof. We rst show that the number of availabilities
before any of the pa kets dropped at time r(t) and later are
P
mapped is at least si=(tr)(t) jD ROP i j. Consider all the pa kets transmitted by the optimal algorithm that are onsidered
by the greedy algorithm (and either transmitted or dropped)
at times [r(t)::s(t)℄. The maximum number of these pa kets
is bounded by s(t) r(t) + 2B + 1. This is sin e the earliest
time these pa kets ould be transmitted by the optimal algorithm is r(t) B and the latest time these pa kets ould
be transmitted by the optimal algorithm is s(t) + B . Let x
be the number of these pa kets that are transmitted by the
greedy algorithm at times [r(t)::s(t) + B ℄. Observe that no
pa kets from O P T that arrive at times [s(t)::s(t) + B ℄ are
transmitted by the greedy algorithm at times [s(t)::s(t)+ B ℄.
This follows from the de nition of s(t), sin e the transmission of any su h pa ket at times [s(t)::s(t) + B ℄ would result
in dropping at least one pa ket that has been in the bu er
at time s(t). It follows that exa tly x pa kets from O P T are
transmitted by the greedy algorithm at times [r(t)::s(t)+ B ℄.
This implies that the number of availabilities before any of

the pa kets dropped at time r(t) and later are mapped is
at least 2(s(t) + B r(t) + 1) x. This is sin e none of
the pa kets that are dropped before time r(t) are mapped
to pa kets transmitted at times [r(t)::s(t) + B ℄. It follows
that
s(t)
X

i=r(t)

jD ROP i j  s(t) r(t) + 2B + 1 x


2(s(t) + B

r(t) + 1) x :

By the de nition of r(t) the maximum number of pa kets that an be mapped to the pa P
kets transmitted at times
[r(t):::t 1℄ is stri tly less than ti=r1(t) jD ROP i j. Sin e
the maximum number of pa kets that an be mapped to
the pa kets transmitted at times [r(t):::s(t) + B ℄ is at least
Ps(t) jD ROP j. We on lude that the number of availi
i=r(t)
abilities
before
the
pa kets dropped at t are mapped is at
P
least si=(tt) jD ROP i j.
The theorem follows dire tly from the laim.
We now re ne the analysis of the previous proof to get
tighter bounds. Let be the ratio of the largest value of a
pa ket to the smallest value of a pa ket, and let B be the
bu er size.
3.5. The ompetitive ratio of the greedy algomax
v
1
rithm is at most 2(1
), where def
= minppffvppgg .
+1
Theorem

Proof. Given the mapping de ned above, partition
G REEDY into three subsets: (i) The set G1 of pa kets
in G REEDY that are not in O P T and that are not the
target (in the mapping) of any pa ket in D ROP . (ii) The
set G2 of pa kets in G REEDY that are unavailable; that is,
the pa kets in G REEDY \ O P T that are the image of one
pa ket in D ROP , and the pa kets in G REEDY n O P T that
are the image of two pa kets in D ROP . (iii) The set G3 of
the rest of the pa kets in G REEDY ; that is, the pa kets in
G REEDY \ O P T that are not the image of any pa ket in
D ROP , and the pa kets in G REEDY n O P T that are the
image of one pa ket in D ROP .
We asso iate two pa kets from O P T with ea h pa ket in
q 2 G2 as follows. If q 2 G2 \ O P T then the two pa kets are
q itself and the pa ket mapped to q . If q 2 G2 n O P T then
the two pa kets are the two pa kets mapped to q . Similarly,
we asso iate a pa ket from O P T with ea h pa ket in q 2 G3
as follows. If q 2 G3 \ O P T then the this pa ket is q . If
q 2 G3 n O P T then this pa ket is the pa ket mapped to q .
Note that this way we asso iated every pa ket in O P T with
some pa ket in G REEDY . Note that always v (q ) is at least
the value of ea h of its asso iated pa kets, and the fa t that
no pa ket is asso iated with more than two pa kets implies
the bound on the ompetitive ratio. We are able to improve
the bound of 2 on this ratio using the fa t that no pa ket is
asso iated with pa kets in G1 .
Note that jG REEDY j  jO P T j. It follows that jG1 j 
jG2 j, and thus we an mat1 h any pa ket q 2 G2 with a
mate p 2 G1 . We move a +1 \fra tion" of the value of the
pa kets asso iated with q and asso iate it with p. Note that
after the move the total value asso iated with q is no more
1
than 2(1
)v (q ). Sin e v (q )  v (p), the total value
+1

asso iated with p is no more than

1
2
v (q )  2
v (p) = 2 1
+1
+1



1
v (p) :
+1

Theorem 3.6. The ompetitive ratio of the greedy algo1
rithm is at most 2 B +1
, where B is the bu er size.
Proof. Modify the mapping de ned in the proof of Theorem 3.2 as follows. For ea h time t if D ROP t 6= ; de rease
by 1 the number of availabilities ontributed by the pa ket p
transmitted by the greedy algorithm at time t. Spe i ally,
if p 2 O P T then no pa ket is mapped to p and if p 2= O P T
at most one pa ket is mapped to p. We need to show that
Claim 3.4 still holds. For this, it suÆ es to show that the
number of availabilities before any of the pa
P kets dropped at
time r(t) and later are mapped is at least si=(tr)(t) jD ROP i j.
Noti e that the number of availabilities is de reased by at
most s(t) r(t) + 1. Claim 3.4 follows for the modi ed
mapping sin e

s(t)
X
i=r(t)

jD ROP i j  s(t) r(t) + 2B + 1 x


2(s(t) + B r(t) + 1)
(s(t) r(t) + 1) :

x

Noti e that the value of the pa ket transmitted at time t
is at least the value of any pa ket in D ROP t . We \shift"
1=(jD ROP t j + 1) fra tion of the value of ea h of the pa kets
in D ROP t from the pa ket to whi h it has been mapped
originally and asso iate it with the pa ket transmitted at t.
Sin e jD ROP t j  B , we get that ea h pa ket transmitted
by the greedy is asso iated with at most 1 + BB+1 = 2 B 1+1
pa kets of at most the same value from O P T .
Finally, we observe that the last two bounds are tight.
Consider the following s enario. At time 1 B + 1 pa kets
of value  arrive. One is transmitted and the rest are kept
in the bu er. Then, at ea h time t 2 [2::B + 1℄ a pa ket of
value M arrives and is kept in the bu er. At time B + 2 the
bu er ontains B pa kets of value M and then another B +1
pa kets of value M arrive. The greedy algorithm transmits
only B + 1 of these pa kets while the optimal algorithm
transmits 2B + 1 of value M and only one of value . Let
= M . We get that the ompetitive ratio is
(2B + 1)M + 
(2B + 1) + 1
=
=2
(B + 1)(M + ) (B + 1)( + 1)

+ (2B + 1)
:
(B + 1)( + 1)

Letting go to in nity we get the ratio 2 B 1+1 , and letting
2
B go to in nity we get the ratio 2
.
+1

3.2 The Best Greedy Algorithm
The greedy algorithm is not ompletely de ned: when
there are several pa kets with the same low value, it is not
spe i ed whi h of them is dis arded by the greedy algorithm. In this se tion we show that, perhaps surprisingly,
it is always better to dis ard the earliest pa kets, i.e., the
pa kets whi h spent the most time in the bu er. We all
this poli y head-drop, as the algorithm prefers to drop pa kets from the head of the bu er. Head-drop is in ontrast

to ommon pra ti e of tail-drop, where the newest pa kets are dis arded. In fa t, tail-drop is the worst variant of
the greedy algorithm: we show that there exist s enarios
in whi h tail-drop results in signi antly more losses than
head-drop. We remark that the head-drop poli y [15℄ enjoys
additional advantages in the TCP/IP environment, namely,
it helps the ongestion avoidan e me hanism.
The following theorem proves that GH is superior to any
other greedy algorithm.

lowest height in QG (t) n QGH (t) that has not been mapped
so far. It is not diÆ ult to see that this mapping is indeed
1-1. We need to show that ea h pa ket in QGH (t) n QG (t) is
mapped to a pa ket in QG (t) n QGH (t) of at least the same
value. For this we prove the following two lemmas.
Lemma 3.9. Let p 2 QGH (t) n QG (t) for some time t.
Then v (p)  v (q ), for all q 2 QG (t) satisfying hG (q; t) 
hGH (p; t).

Theorem 3.7. Let G be any greedy algorithm, and let
GH be the greedy head-drop algorithm. For any input sequen e, the total value transmitted by GH is at least the
total value transmitted by G.

Proof. Let t0 be the time in whi h G dropped p. We
prove the lemma by indu tion on t t0 . For the base ase
t = t0 , we have that v (p)  min fv (p0 ) : p0 2 QG (t0 )g by
the greedy rule. For the indu tive step, let t > t0 , and
onsider a pa ket p0 2 QG (t) with hG (p0 ; t)  hGH (p; t).
If hG (p0 ; t 1)  hGH (p; t 1), we are done by indu tion.
Otherwise, it must be the ase that some pa ket p00 2 QG (t
1) with hG (p00 ; t 1)  hGH (p; t 1) is dropped by G at time
t 1. By the greedy rule v (p0 )  v (p00 ). Sin e by indu tion
v (p00 )  v (p), we are done in this ase too.
Lemma 3.10. Let t be any time step. If p 2 QGH (t) \
QG (t), then hGH (p; t)  hG (p; t).

Proof. Consider an input sequen e. We prove that the
total value of pa kets transmitted by GH is at least the
total value of pa kets transmitted by G. We start with the
following simple property.
Lemma

3.8. For any time step t, jQGH (t)j = jQG (t)j.

Proof.

Follows from the fa t that for all t, jDG (t)j =

jDGH (t)j and jSG (t)j = jSGH (t)j.

For ea h time step t we de ne a 1-1 mapping from QGH (t)
to QG (t) su h that ea h pa ket p 2 QGH (t) is mapped to a
pa ket q 2 QG (t) with at least the same value; i.e., v (p) 
v (q ).
We laim that the existen e of these mappings imply the
theorem as follows. For a pa ket p 2 Q (t) de ne the rank of
p to be its rank in the sequen e of pa kets in Q (t) ordered
in as ending values. The existen e of the mappings implies
that for ea h time step t, the value of pa ket ranked i in
QGH (t) is at most the value of the pa ket ranked i in QG (t).
Sin e jDGH (t)j = jDG (t)j, and sin e in any greedy algorithm
D (t) onsists of the lowest ranked pa kets in Q (t), it follows
that v (DGH (t))  v (DG (t)).
P
The value served by an algorithm is t v (S (t)) we get

X
t

v (SGH (t)) =


=

X
t

X
t

X
t

v (A(t))
v (A(t))
v (SG (t)) :

X
t

X
t

v (DGH (t))
v (DG (t))

All left to be proven is the existen e of the mappings. Fix
a time step t, and onsider QG (t) and QGH (t). We de ne
the following mapping from QGH (t) to QG (t). Ea h pa ket
in QGH (t) \ QG (t) is mapped to itself. To omplete the
mapping we use the following notation.
Definition 3.1. Let A be an algorithm. For p 2 QA (t)
de ne the height of p, denoted hA (p; t), to be 1 plus the number of pa kets that have to be either transmitted or dropped
before p an be transmitted. In other words, hA (p; t) is the
rank of p in the sequen e of pa kets in QA (t) ordered by arrival time. A pa ket p 2 QA (t) is said to be below (or above)
a pa ket p0 2 QA (t) if hA (p; t) < hA (p0 ; t) (or, respe tively,
hA (p; t) > hA (p0 ; t)).

Consider the pa kets in QGH (t) n QG (t) in as ending order
of height. Map ea h su h pa ket p to the pa ket with the

Proof. Suppose that the lemma does not hold. Let t be
the rst time it is violated, and let p be the pa ket with the
minimal height su h that hG (p; t) < hGH (p; t). Let p0 be the
pa ket immediately below p in QGH (t). Note that p0 is well
de ned, sin e by assumption hGH (p; t) > hG (p; t)  1. Also
note that p0 2= QG (t). This is be ause otherwise we would
have also hG (p0 ; t) < hGH (p0 ; t), ontradi ting the height
minimality of p. Due to the minimality of t, hG (p; t 1) 
hGH (p; t 1). (Note that we annot have the situation of
p 2 A(t 1) and hG (p; t) < hGH (p; t).) Thus, we must have
that DG (t 1) ontains at least one pa ket below p. Denote
this pa ket by q . We laim that v (q )  v (p0 ). If q = p0
the laim is trivial. Otherwise, we have that p0 2= QG (t 1)
and hGH (p0 ; t 1)  hG (q; t 1), and hen e, by Lemma 3.9,
v (p0 )  v (q ). Sin e QG (t) has more pa kets above p than
QGH (t) has, there must be a pa ket q 0 above p in QG (t) that
is not in QGH (t). Sin e q 0 2= DG (t 1) and q 2 DG (t 1)
it must be that v (q 0 )  v (q )  v (p0 ). However, the pa ket
q 0 is not in QGH (t). Hen e, it has been dropped by GH at
some t0 < t. This yields a ontradi tion to the head-drop
rule, sin e v (p0 )  v (q 0 ), both p0 and q 0 are in QGH (t0 ), and
hGH (q 0 ; t0 ) > hGH (p0 ; t0 ).
We now go ba k to the existen e proof of the mapping.
Suppose that p 2 QGH (t) n QG (t) is mapped to q 2 QG (t) n
QGH (t). We show that hGH (p; t)  hG (q; t). By Lemma 3.9
this implies that v (p)  v (q ). Re all that the mapping
of the pa kets in QGH (t) n QG (t) is done in as ending order of heights and that any su h pa ket is mapped to the
the pa ket with the minimal height in QG (t) n QGH (t) that
has not been mapped so far. To obtain a ontradi tion
suppose that p is the pa ket with the minimal height in
QGH (t) n QG (t) that is mapped to q 2 QG (t) n QGH (t), and
hGH (p; t) < hG (q; t). Consider the pa ket p0 2 QG (t) su h
that hG (p0 ; t) = hGH (p; t). It must be that p0 2 QG (t) \
QGH (t). We must also have that the number of pa kets below p in QGH (t) n QG (t) is the same as the number of pa kets
below p0 in QG (t) n QGH (t). Thus, the set of pa kets below
p in QGH (t) \ QG (t) is the same as the set of pa kets below
p0 in QG (t) \ QGH (t). It follows that hG (p0 ; t) < hGH (p0 ; t),
in ontradi tion to Lemma 3.10.

The following theorem proves that GH an do mu h better than the greedy tail-drop algorithm. Let GT denote the
greedy tail-drop algorithm.
Theorem 3.11. There exists input sequen es for whi h
the value transmitted by GH is 3=2 times the value transmitted by GT .
Proof. Consider the following sequen e. At time 0, B =2+
2 pa kets of value  arrive, for some small  > 0. At time
1, B =2 pa kets of value 1 arrive. Thus, at time 2, the head
half of the bu er is lled with light pa kets, and the tail
half of the bu er is lled with heavy pa kets. At time 2,
B =2 + 1 more -value pa kets arrive, and at time 2 + B =2,
B + 1 pa kets of value 1 arrive. T D drops at time 2 the
last B =2 light pa kets, and transmits a light pa ket in steps
2; 3; : : : ; 1 + B =2. At time 2 + B =2, T D drops B =2 heavy
pa kets, and the total value eventually transmitted is B + 1.
HD drops at time 2 the rst B =2 light pa kets, and then
drops at time 2 + B =2 the other B =2 light pa kets, for a
total transmitted value of 3B =2 + 1.

4.

BOUNDED DELAY BUFFERS

In this se tion we onsider the ase of bounded delay
bu ers. We rst show that even if the allowed delay is arbitrary large, any online algorithm is inferior to the oine
algorithm. We show that for the general model, the greedy
algorithm is exa tly 2- ompetitive; we also prove that a better ompetitive fa tor an be attained when there are only
two possible pa ket values. At the end we provide detailed
analysis of the spe ial ase where the delay bound is 2. Some
of the proofs in this se tion are omitted due to spa e onstraints.
We begin with a negative result whose motivation is as follows. It seems reasonable to hope that as the delay bound
grows, the ompetitive fa tor of on-line algorithms might
tend to 1: after all, an in nite delay bound seems like the
o -line ase! This intuition is false, as proved in the following theorem. In fa t, even if all sla k times are equal, the
ompetitive fa tor of any on-line algorithm is bounded away
from 1.
Theorem 4.1. For all delay bounds Æ , the ompetitive ratio of any on-line algorithm is bounded away from 1. For
Æ -uniform-delay bu ers the ompetitive ratio tends to 1:17
as Æ tends to in nity.
Proof. Let A be any on-line algorithm. Consider the
following s enario. At time t = 1 the bu er is empty and
Æ pa kets of value 1 arrive. During ea h of the rst Æ time
units, (t = 1; : : : ; Æ ) a single pa ket of value > 1 arrives.
Let Æ x be the number of value 1 pa kets transmitted by
A by (and in luding) time Æ . (We assume that x  1.) We
onsider two possible ontinuations of the s enario. In the
rst ase, no more pa kets arrive, and in the se ond ase,
Æ pa kets of value arrive at time Æ + 1. In the former
ase, the value of A is at most Æ x + Æ , while the optimal
value is Æ 1 + Æ . In the latter ase, the value of A is
Æ x + (Æ + x), while the optimal value is 2Æ . Consider
the two possible ratios. To get the lower bound our goal is
to x so that the value of the minimum of the two ratios
for any value of x is maximized. This is be ause the online

algorithm xes x given the value of . For any value of ,
it is not diÆ ult to see that the best value of x that an
be hosen by the online algorithm is the one where the two
ratios are equal. First, it is easy to see that for any > 1
the two ratios are always bounded away from 1. When Æ
tends to in nity, de ne x0 = x=Æ , and we get that the two
ratios tend to +1+1x and (1+x )2 +1 x . Consider the point
where the two ratios are equal and maximize for . We get
2
that at this point x0 = 2 +2 1 1 . Substituting for x0 we get
1
that the ratio is 1 + ( +1)
. The maximum of this ratio is
p
1
given when = 1 + 2, and the ratio is 1 + (1+p
 1:17.
2)2
0

0

0

Next, we onsider the greedy algorithm for the general
ase where the allowed delays may be di erent and the link
bandwidth is a parameter W . The greedy algorithm is extremely simple: at ea h time step t, transmit the W pa kets with the highest value whose deadlines have not expired
yet. Ties are broken arbitrarily. Note that e e tively, the
greedy algorithm views ea h value as a priority lass, in the
sense that high-priority pa kets are always transmitted before low-priority ones. For this simplisti strategy we have
the following relatively strong property.
Theorem 4.2. The greedy algorithm is exa tly 2- ompetitive
in the bounded-delay bu er model, for any output link bandwidth.
Proof. We rst show that the greedy algorithm is at
most 2 ompetitive and then show that it is at least 2 ompetitive, whi h establishes the theorem. Fix the input sequen e, and let W be the output link bandwidth. Consider
any optimal algorithm for the sequen e. Let SO and SG denote the set of pa kets sent by an optimal algorithm and
the greedy algorithm, respe tively. Consider all the pa kets in SO n SG . These are pa kets that were transmitted by
the optimal algorithm but dropped by the greedy algorithm.
Consider all pa kets in this set in turn. Let p 2 SO n SG and
suppose that pa ket p was transmitted by the optimal algorithm at time t. We mat h p with a pa ket p0 transmitted
by the greedy algorithm at time t and not yet mat hed.
Note that there is always a su h a pa ket p0 2 SG (t) sin e
jSO (t)j  W and jSG (t)j = W . This is be ause by the greedy
rule if jSG (t)j < W then the greedy algorithm should have
transmitted p as well at time t. Moreover, we laim that
v (p)  v (p0 ), sin e otherwise, the greedy algorithm would
have transmitted p at time t instead of p0 . It follows that
v (SO n SG )  v (SG ), and hen e

v (SO ) = v (SO \ SG ) + v (SO n SG )  2v (SG ) :
This proves that the greedy algorithm is at most 2 ompetitive.
We now establish that the greedy algorithm is at least 2
ompetitive. Let  > 0. We present a s enario in whi h the
value transmitted by an optimal algorithm is 2  times the
value transmitted by the greedy algorithm. The s enario is
as follows. Let n  1 be any integer. At the rst time step,
2n pa kets arrive, partitioned into two subsets A and B ,
ontaining n pa kets ea h. All pa kets p 2 A have v (p) = 1
and s l(p) = 2n, and all pa kets p0 2 B have v (p0 ) = 1
 and s l(p0 ) = n. No more pa kets arrive in the rst 2n
steps. The greedy algorithm transmits all pa kets in A in

the rst n steps (sin e their value is greater), thus loosing all
pa kets in B and getting total transmitted value of n. The
optimal algorithm in this ase transmits in the rst n steps
all pa kets in B , and in the following n steps all pa kets in
A, for a total of (2 )n transmitted value. This s enario
an be repeated any number of times.
In some ases, the values assigned to pa kets are not very
re ned. In the extreme ase, there may be just \ heap"
and \expensive" pa kets. We an formalize this model by
assigning only two possible values to pa kets: 1 for \ heap"
and > 1 for \expensive." In the following theorem we
prove that in this ase, the bound guaranteed by Theorem
4.2 an be sharpened to 1+1= . Noti e that the ompetitive
ratio approa hes 1 when tends to in nity.
Theorem 4.3. The Greedy algorithm is at most 1 + 1= ompetitive in the bounded-delay bu er model with two pa ket
values of 1 and , for any output link bandwidth.

In some ases, where the end-to-end delay is important
and the physi al propagation delay is already high due to
distan e, QoS requirements di tate that a pa ket may never
be delayed in a bu er, or may be delayed at most one step.
In our terms, we have a bounded-delay bu er with Æ = 2.
We study this ase in detail in this se tion. We use the
following algorithms.
The Greedy EDF Algorithm. At ea h time step t the
online algorithm omputes the optimal s hedule S , starting
at time t, assuming no new pa ket will arrive. Without
loss of generality we may assume that the optimal s hedule
follows the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) poli y. (If the
optimal s hedule has a hoi e it behaves greedily, i.e., it
hooses the higher weight pa kets earliest.) The Greedy
EDF sends at time t the W pa kets whi h are sent at time
t in the s hedule S .
The -Ratio EDF Algorithm. The -Ratio EDF Algorithm rst omputes the Greedy EDF s hedule, S . Let S 0
be the set of pa kets s hedule to be sent at time t in s hedule
S . Then until the maximal value among the pa kets in S n S 0
is less than times the minimal value among the pa kets
in S 0 it swaps a pa ket with minimal value from S 0 and a
pa ket with maximal value from S n S 0 . The -Ratio EDF
Algorithm s hedules S 0 at time t.
Another way to view this is the following. We sort both S 0
and S n S 0 . Let i be the maximal index su h that the value
of the ith pa ket in S 0 is at least the value of the pW i+1
pa ket in S n S 0 divided by . The -Ratio EDF Algorithm
s hedules the i highest value pa kets from S 0 and the W i
highest pa kets from S n S 0 .
Note that 1-Ratio EDF gives the greedy algorithm, whi h
sends the W pa kets with the highest value. Also, 0-Ratio
EDF is simply the Greedy EDF algorithm.
We rst onsider the general ase, where the link bandwidth is a parameter. We prove that the -Ratio EDF algorithmp a hieves ompetitive ratio of  for = , where
 = 1+2 5  1:618 is the Golden Ratio.
Theorem 4.4. The -Ratio EDF algorithm is at most ompetitive in the 2-variable bounded-delay bu er model, for
any output link bandwidth W .

The next theorem establishes an impossibility result for
the uniform and variable bounded-delay models with arbitrary bandwidth.

Theorem 4.5. The ompetitive ratio of any online algorithm for W -bandwidth 2-uniform bounded-delay model is at
least 10=9. Moreover, the ompetitive ratio of any online algorithm for W -bandwidth 2-variable bounded-delay model is
at least 1:17.

We onsider the ase of uniform bounded-delay bu ers
with link bandwidth 1, whi h is an important ase for getting a good insight into the problem. In this ase we an
improve the previous bound.

p

4.6. The (1:5 + 13=2)-Ratio EDF algorithm
is at most 1:43- ompetitive for 2-uniform bounded-delay bu er
model with bandwidth 1. Moreover, the Greedy EDF algorithm is at most 1:5- ompetitive for 2-uniform bounded-delay
bu er model with bandwidth 1.
Theorem

p

We prove the bound for the (1:5 + 13=2)-Ratio
EDF algorithm, the proof for the Greedy EDF algorithm is
similar.
Without loss of generality we may assume that the optimal algorithm s hedules pa kets in order of non-de reasing
deadline. We onsider the s hedule of the -Ratio EDF algorithm.
At time t let S1t and S2t be the set of pa kets, not yet transmitted, with deadline time t and t + 1, respe tively. When
lear from the ontext we drop the supers ript t. (Note that
sin e W = 1 we have that S1t may in lude at most one pa ket
and S2t may in lude at most two pa kets.)
The outline of the proof is as follows. We onsider the
s hedules of optimal algorithm and the online algorithm.
We divide the time into intervals of two forms: (i) intervals
in whi h both the optimal algorithm and the online send
the same pa kets, i.e., they are identi al in the interval, and
(ii) intervals in whi h the optimal algorithm and the online
algorithm do not send the same pa kets. Clearly, in the
intervals of the rst type the online is optimal, therefore we
need only to bound the ratio of the values for intervals of the
se ond type. From now on we will onsider only intervals of
the se ond type.
Let SG (t) and SO (t) be the pa kets that the online and
optimal algorithms send at time t. We identify the intervals
of the se ond type by their start point.
The rst possibility is p2 = SG (t) 2 S2 and p1 = SO (t) 2
S1 . Note that v (p2 )=v (p1 )  . We onsider the maximum
length interval until we rea h a time t0 in whi h one of the
three onditions o ur: (1) both the online algorithm and
the oine algorithm send the same pa ket; (2) the online
algorithm sends a pa ket at its deadline; and (3) the online
algorithm has no pa ket to send. Until time t0 the online
algorithm sends pa kets of maximal value one time unit before their deadline (i.e., at the time they arrive) and optimal
algorithm sends the same pa kets at their deadline. In this
interval the ratio of the value of the optimal to the online
algorithms is at most (1 + )= .
The se ond possibility is p1 = SG (t) 2 S1 and p2 =
SO (t) 2 S2 . Note that v (p2 )=v (p1 ) < . Consider the interval until time t0 in whi h one of the two onditions o ur:
(1) the optimal algorithm sends a pa ket at its deadline; (2)
the online algorithm sends a pa ket before its deadline. Observe that at any time slot i in the interval it holds that the
value of SO (i) is at most the value of SG (i + 1). If ondition
(2) is satis ed before ondition (1), then SG (t0 ) = SO (t0 ) 
Proof.

SO (t0 1)= . In this ase the ratio is bounded again by
(1 + )= . In ase ondition (1) is satis ed we rst note
that the length on the interval is at least three. To see this
suppose that the interval has length 2. This means that the
optimal algorithm sends at time t + 1 a pa ket that arrived
at time t. However, this pa ket was available also to the online algorithm at time t. The fa t that it was not sent by the
online Greedy EDF algorithm implies that the value of the
optimal algorithm an be improved by sending the pa ket
sent by the online algorithm instead of the pa ket SO (t + 1);
a ontradi tion to the optimality.
Consider the last three pa kets sent by the optimal algorithm in the interval SO (t0 2), SO (t0 1) and SO (t0 ). Note
that the deadline of SO (t0 2) is t0 1 and the deadlines
of SO (t0 1) and SO (t0 ) is t0 . Note also that these three
pa kets were available to the online algorithm at time t0 1.
We now distinguish between two sub ases. In the rst, the
online algorithm transmits at t0 a pa ket at its deadline (i.e.,
either SO (t0 1) or SO (t0 )). In this sub ase by the de nition
of the Greedy EDF algorithm the pa kets SG (t0 1) and
SG (t0 ) are the two pa kets with the largest value among
fSO (t0 2); SO (t0 1); SO (t0 )g. Finally, v (SG (t0 2)) 
v (SG (t0 1))= , sin e otherwise the online algorithm would
have dropped it. Without loss of generality assume that
v (SG (t0 2)) = 1, and let X be the value of the pa kets
SG (t) to SG (t0 2). This implies that the value of the optimal
algorithm is at most X +3 , and the value of the online is at
least X +2 . Sin e X  1 we have that the ratio is bounded
by (1 + 3 )=(1 + 2 ).
In the se ond sub ase the online algorithm transmits at t0
a pa ket with deadline t0 + 1. This happens only in ase the
value of SG (t0 ) is times larger than the value of the pa ket
that would have been transmitted by the online algorithm
at time t0 had the rst sub ase held. In this sub ase we
extend the interval until the rst time after t0 in whi h (1)
both the online algorithm and the oine algorithm send
the same pa ket; (2) the online algorithm sends a pa ket at
its deadline; and (3) the online algorithm has no pa ket to
send. Following arguments similar to the previous sub ase
we get that in this sub ase the ratio is bounded by (1 +3 +
2
)=(1 + + 2 ).
We have three bounds (1 + )= , (1 + 3 )=(1 + 2 ) and
(1+3 + 2 )=(1+ + 2 ). We need to nd that minimizes
the maximum of the three bound. Consider rst theplast two
bounds. We get that the optimal for them is 1:5+ 13=2 
3:3. It is easy to see that for this value of the rst bound
is less than the rest, and we get that the ompetitive ratio
is at most 1:43.
The next theorem establishes impossibility results for the
uniform and variable models with bandwidth 1.
Theorem 4.7. The ompetitive ratio of any online algorithm for 2-uniform and 2-variable
p bounded-delay model with
bandwidth 1 is at least 1:25 and 2, respe tively.
Proof. We rst establish the bound in the uniform model
and then in the variable model. Fix an on-line algorithm A,
and onsider the following s enario. Initially, at time 0, the
bu er is empty and two pa kets of value 1 arrive. At the
next time a pa ket of value > 1 arrives. If A drops one of
the low value pa kets then its ompetitive ratio is bounded
from below by +2
sin e there exists a feasible s hedule of all
+1

three pa kets. If both low value pa kets are s heduled then
at time 2 two additional pa kets of value arrive. Thus, at
least one pa ket of value is ne essarily lost by A. In this
ase the ompetitive ratio of A is bounded from below by
3 +1
.
2 +2
Therefore, the ompetitive ratio of A is at least
minf +2
; 3 +1 g. To optimize the lower bound, we solve
+1 2 +2
the quadrati equation +2
= 32 +1
. We get that = 3 and
+1
+2
the ompetitive ratio of A is at least 1:25.
We now establish the bound in the variable model. Fix
an on-line algorithm A, and onsider the following s enario.
Initially, at time 0, the bu er is empty and a pa ket having
value 1 and delay 1 arrives together with a pa ket of value
> 1 and delay of 2. If A drops the low value pa ket then
its ompetitive ratio is bounded from below by +1 sin e
there exists a feasible s hedule of both pa kets. If the low
value pa ket is s heduled then at time 1 an additional pa ket
of value with delay 1 (i.e., zero sla k time) arrives. Thus,
at least one high value pa ket is ne essarily lost by A. In
this ase the ompetitive ratio of A is bounded from below
by 2+1 .
Therefore, the ompetitive ratio of A is at least
minf +1 ; 2+1 g. To optimize the lower bound, we solve the
p
quadrati equation +1 = 2+1 . We get that = 1 + 2
p
and the ompetitive ratio of A is at least 2.

5. THE OFF-LINE CASE
In this se tion we show that the FIFO model has matroid
stru ture in the o -line setting. As a result, optimal o -line
solutions an be found in polynomial time. We also study
the onne tion between the FIFO model and the bounded
delay model. Some of the proofs in this se tion are omitted
due to spa e onstraints.
We rst onsider the FIFO model. Fix the input sequen e
for the remainder of this se tion. We also assume, without
loss of generality, that all pa kets admitted to the bu er
are later sent: sin e we are dealing with the o -line ase, a
pa ket that will be dropped an be simply reje ted when it
arrives.
Let C be the lass of all FIFO work- onserving s hedules,
de ned as follows. A s hedule A is said to be work onserving, denoted A 2 C , if for all t we have that SA (t) = ; if
and only if QC (t) [ A(t) n DC (t) = ;. In words, a s hedule is work onserving if it always sends a pa ket when the
bu er is non-empty. Note that work onserving algorithms
may reje t pa kets arbitrarily: the only thing disallowed is
not to send any pa ket at some time step even though some
pa kets are retained in the bu er for later transmission.
Theorem 5.1. For a FIFO s hedule A, let SA be the set
of all pa kets served by A. Then I def
= fSA : A 2 Cg is a
matroid.
A similar result for the bounded delay ase is well-known.
Let E be the lass of work onserving s hedules.

For a bounded delay s hedule A,
let SA be the set of all pa kets served by A. Then J def
=
fSA : A 2 Eg is a matroid.
Theorem 5.2

([9℄).

We remark that for the FIFO model (and hen e for the
uniform bounded-delay model as well|see Theorem 5.4 below), an optimal solution an be found in O(n log B ) time,

and in O(n2 ) time for the variable bounded delay model.
We omit details here.
Corollary 5.3. An optimal s hedule for the FIFO and
bounded delay models an be found in polynomial time.

The following theorem shows a transformation from the
FIFO model to the uniform bounded-delay model.
Theorem 5.4. For any input sequen e, the optimal value
served by a FIFO s hedule with bu er size B is equal to the
optimal value served by a uniform bounded-delay s hedule
with Æ = B.
Proof. Let O P T F be the optimal value served by a
FIFO s hedule with bu er size B , and let O P T D be the optimal value served by a uniform bounded-delay s hedule with
Æ = B . First, note that any s hedule in the FIFO model is
also a s hedule in the bounded delay model, sin e no pa ket
in the FIFO model is served more than B time units after
its arrival, and hen e O P T D  O P T F . For the other dire tion, onsider any s hedule in the uniform bounded-delay
model. Sin e in this model, a set of pa kets an be served if
and only if the EDF s hedule of this set is feasible, we may
assume without loss of generality that the s hedule is EDF.
Also note that the number of pa kets in the bounded delay
bu er is never more than the maximal delay bound (re all
that only pa kets that are eventually transmitted enter the
bu er). The result now follows from the fa t that an EDF
s hedule in the uniform bounded delay model is exa tly the
FIFO order, and hen e O P T F  O P T D .

A ni e feature of the FIFO to bounded-delay transformation in the proof of Theorem 5.4 is that it does not require
o -line information. We therefore have the following orollary.
Corollary 5.5. Let CF (B ) be the best ompetitive fa tor of on-line FIFO algorithms with bu er size B, and let
CD (Æ ) be the best ompetitive fa tor of on-line uniform boundeddelay algorithms with maximal delay Æ . Then CD (B ) 
CF (B ).
We remark that the onverse annot be proved by our transformation, sin e it requires knowledge of the future.

6.
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